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1. Introduction
The primary processes in all photosynthetic sys-
tems involve the absorption of energy from (sun)
light by chromophores in a light harvesting antenna,
and the subsequent transfer of this energy to a reac-
tion centre (RC) site where the energy is ‘trapped’ by
means of a stable charge separation.
Photosystem (PS) I is one of two such photosys-
tems in oxygenic photosynthesis. When co-operating
with PS II it uses the energy of light to transfer
electrons from plastocyanin or soluble cytochrome
c6 to ferredoxin and eventually to NADP. In an
alternative pathway, the electrons from ferredoxin
are transferred back to plastocyanin via the cyto-
chrome b6f complex. This cyclic electron transport,
which does not require the input of free energy by PS
II, results in a transmembrane electrochemical gra-
dient that can be used to produce ATP.
In plants and green algae the PS I complex con-
sists of two separable functional units: the PS I core,
and the light harvesting complex (LHC) I peripheral
antenna. The PS I complex in cyanobacteria does not
possess the peripheral LHCI antenna, but since the
PS I core complexes of cyanobacteria bear a large
resemblance to the core complex of plants, a direct
comparison of the energy transfer and trapping
properties of these complexes is justi¢ed [1,2].
2. Basic features of the PS I complexes
2.1. PS I core
The PS I core is a large pigment^protein complex
consisting of 11^13 protein subunits [3], the largest
two of which, PsaA and PsaB, form a heterodimer to
which the majority of the core antenna pigments, as
well as most of the reaction centre co-factors are
bound. Spectroscopic data indicate that the core an-
tenna and reaction centre contain approx. 90^100
chlorophyll (chl) a and 10^25 L-carotene molecules
in total.
The PS I core complexes of cyanobacteria can be
isolated both as monomers and trimers, which are
both equally e⁄cient in energy transfer and charge
separation [4]. It is not fully clear which one is the
native conformation, although it is very likely that a
dynamic equilibrium exists between monomers and
trimers in the membrane, which can be regulated
by, for instance, the salt concentration [5]. In con-
trast, plant PS I core complexes do not assemble as
trimers, although the peripheral LHCI antenna does
not cause structural hindrances for the type of trime-
rization as observed in cyanobacterial PS I [6].
The structure of the PS I core complex of the
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cyanobacterium Synechococcus elongatus has been
resolved up to 4 Aî resolution [7^9], and will be dis-
cussed below in terms of its energy transfer capacity.
2.2. Light harvesting complex I
The peripheral LHCI antenna complex of plants is
composed of four di¡erent proteins, Lhca1^4, which
have molecular masses ranging from 20 to 24 kDa,
and which are thought to be present in approxi-
mately equal amounts [10]. The Lhca1^4 proteins,
which bind on the average 8 chla, 2 chlb and 2 ca-
rotenoid molecules [11,12], assemble as dimers.
Lhca1 and Lhca4 have been shown to form a heter-
odimer [13,14] which exhibits a red shifted low tem-
perature steady-state emission maximum at 730 nm
[10], and which has therefore been designated LHCI-
730.
Biochemical data suggest that Lhca2 and Lhca3
assemble as homodimers rather than as heterodimers
[13]. The 77 K £uorescence of these complexes is
usually reported to peak at 680 nm, and therefore
they so far have been designated LHCI-680 [10]. It
has recently been suggested, however, that LHCI-680
represents monomeric Lhca2 and Lhca3, degradation
products of the dimers, which represent the function-
al complexes in vivo [15]. This idea is further corro-
borated by recent low temperature (5 K) spectrosco-
py experiments on a mixture of dimers of Lhca1^4
that, in addition to the 730 nm emission, demon-
strate the presence of an emission band at V702
nm (F702), possibly due to Lhca2/Lhca3 homo/het-
erodimers [12].
The pigment stoichiometry of LHCI is very similar
to that found for CP29, one of the minor antenna
proteins of PS II. The LHCI proteins show a large
sequence homology to CP29 as well as to other plant
light harvesting proteins [10], such as LHCII, which
is presently the only Lhca/b protein for which a high
resolution (3.4 Aî ) structure exists [16]. It may there-
fore be speculated that the general fold of LHCI
resembles that of LHCII and the model proposed
for the pigment organization in CP29 may also be
applied to LHCI [17].
2.3. PS I-200
In plants 3^4 [6] or possibly ¢ve [11] LHCI dimers
bind to a PS I core particle to assemble into a com-
plex which contains a total of 170^200 chls and
which is designated PS I-200. Earlier results sug-
gested that these LHCI dimers completely surround
the core [18]. More recent electron microscopy data
indicate, however, that all LHCI dimers are located
on one side of the core complex. [6].
2.4. Structure of the PS I core
In the 4 Aî structure of the PS I core complex of
the cyanobacterium S. elongatus 89 chl molecules
were identi¢ed so far, including the 6 chla molecules
of the electron transfer chain [7^9]. These chlorophyll
sites are shown in Fig. 1, in which the direction of
view is perpendicular to the membrane plane. The
porphyrin rings which are shown in Fig. 1 indicate
the planes in which the rings lie, rather than the
exact orientation, which could not be derived from
the 4 Aî structure.
The RC, i.e. those chlorophylls and cofactors in-
volved in primary electron transfer, is located in the
centre of the structure, bound between PsaA and
PsaB. The two parallel oriented chls, which are lo-
cated in the middle of the structure, constitute the
primary electron donor P700. The pairs of chls which
are located on both sides in the direct vicinity of
P700 represent the primary electron acceptor, A0,
and the accessory chls. Also other components of
the electron transfer chain, including three Fe4S4
iron^sulphur clusters Fx, FA and FB, could be as-
signed in the structure. The location of the two phyl-
loquinones, which constitute A1, was determined by
combining the structural data with single crystal
EPR results [19,20].
The remaining 83 core antenna chls are found to
be arranged in a more or less elliptically shaped
bowl-like structure surrounding the reaction centre.
The distance of most antenna chls to any of the RC
chls is found to be larger than 20 Aî . However, two
antenna chls located at V14 Aî from the closest RC
pigments stand out in the structure, forming a struc-
tural, and possibly functional bridge between the
other antenna chls and the RC.
Previously, in the absence of a structure, the mod-
elling of the energy transfer dynamics in PS I was
often based on square or cubic lattices [21^24]. For a
given con¢guration, these models generally involve
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two separate rates: the energy transfer (‘hopping’)
rate between two sites, and the intrinsic trapping
rate from a site representing the primary electron
donor P700. This has led to two limiting cases for
the dynamics in PS I. In the ¢rst, the transfer limited
case, the energy transfer rate determines the decay of
the excited state due to trapping, while in the second,
the trap limited case, the intrinsic rate of charge sep-
aration from P700 governs these dynamics. The
structure in Fig. 1 shows, however, that the primary
electron donor, P700, is not just another site on a
lattice. The distance between P700 and the antenna
chls is signi¢cantly larger as compared to the dis-
tance between adjacent antenna chls. Therefore a
model describing the energy transfer in PS I should
include (at least) two energy transfer rates instead of
one: a high rate between the antenna chls, and a
lower rate from the antenna to the reaction centre.
This leads to a third limiting case; the so-called
transfer-to-the-trap limited case, in which the energy
transfer from the antenna to the RC is limiting the
overall dynamics [25]. Such a model, in which two
distinctly di¡erent distance scales appear, was al-
ready proposed before the availability of the struc-
ture, based upon an analogy with the arrangement in
purple bacteria [26,27] in which the bacterial RC is
surrounded by the LHI ring. Such a ring-like orga-
nization of the antenna around the RC appears to be
a common feature in photosynthesis. It can easily be
shown that such an organization is a prerequisite for
an e⁄cient photosystem including a bulky reaction
centre. A system in which the RC is located in the
centre of a ring-like structure, with a relatively large
average distance to each antenna chl, but in contact
with many of them collects excited state energy much
more e⁄ciently than a system in which the RC would
be located at the periphery of the antenna to which it
is linked by only a few antenna chls.
3. Low energy (‘red’) chlorophylls
Both the photosystem I core and the peripheral
LHCI antenna are spectrally highly heterogeneous,
as can be seen clearly from Fig. 2 in which the low
temperature (6 K) absorption spectra of the Qy re-
gion of a number of PS I core complexes, LHCI and
PS I-200 are displayed. The major part of the core
antenna chlorophylls, which we refer to as ‘bulk’
chls, absorb in a broad band which shows a maxi-
mum at 680 nm. This has to be compared to the
absorption pro¢le of isolated chla which displays a
single broad maximum at V670 nm in organic sol-
vents [28]. The low temperature absorption spectra
(Fig. 2) clearly exhibit shoulders both on the blue
and the red £anks [29^34,4]. An even more striking
feature of all (intact) PS I complexes is the presence
of a relatively small number of red shifted chloro-
phylls that absorb at energies lower than that of
the primary electron donor P700. Although the num-
ber of these low energy chls is small, 3^10% of the
total number of chls, they have a very pronounced
e¡ect on the energy transfer and trapping in the
whole PS I system, which is evident from both time
resolved and steady-state spectroscopy experiments.
The function of these red chls and the nature of their
Fig. 1. Positions of chls in PS I as found in the 4 Aî structure.
The porphyrin rings indicate the plane of the chls rather than
the exact orientation in the plane. L1 and L2 indicate the pro-
posed ‘linker’ chls. The indicated rates were calculated as de-
scribed in the text. R represents a hypothetical red chl.
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extreme red shift are some of the key issues in the
spectroscopy of PS I.
3.1. Properties of the red chl pools
3.1.1. Red chls in cyanobacterial PS I cores
In PS I cores of cyanobacteria, the amounts and
energies of the low energy chls appear to be highly
species dependent. [29^31,33,35] (see Fig. 2). More-
over, the red chl forms are also a¡ected by the ag-
gregation state of the cyanobacterial core complexes:
in monomeric PS I core preparations the number of
red chls is generally found to be lower than in
trimers. Especially the amplitude of the most red
shifted chl band may depend strongly upon the ag-
gregation state, which is easily observed upon com-
parison of the 6 K absorption spectra of isolated
monomeric and trimeric PS I from Spirulina platensis
(spectra 3 and 4 in Fig. 2). It has been shown that
upon trimerization of isolated monomers of Sp. pla-
tensis the trimer red chl absorption emerges [36], in-
dicating that the di¡erence between monomers and
trimers is not so much the actual loss of chls in the
monomers, but rather that the red shift is due to an
interaction induced by trimerization. This e¡ect sug-
gests that these red chls are located in the periphery
of the PS I core, in the region where the monomers
within the trimer are in contact [37].
Since the absorption bands of red chls are quite
distinct at 4 K, the maxima of these bands and the
number of chls contained in them can be estimated
by Gaussian decomposition of the absorption spectra
(Table 1). For trimeric PS I core particles from the
cyanobacterium Synechocystis PCC 6803 (Fig. 2,
spectrum 1) this procedure reveals an inhomogene-
ously broadened absorption band with a maximum
at 708 nm (C708) which carries an oscillator strength
of 4^5 chla molecules [38]. Hayes et al. [39], however,
have suggested, on the basis of hole burning experi-
ments, that 2 chls contribute to C706, and another
2 chls contribute to C714. We, however, do not ¢nd
any spectroscopic evidence for the presence of two
distinct pools of red chls in the PS I core of Syne-
chocystis. The low temperature absorption spectra of
Synechocystis PS I displayed in Fig. 2 do not show
any structure in the red tail. Also in the analysis [38]
of our time resolved streak camera data nothing
hints at a heterogeneity of the red chls in Synecho-
cystis PS I. We therefore favour the picture of a
single, inhomogeneously broadened band of (C708)
chls in Synechocystis PS I [33], although this band
could result from two separate chla dimers. We note
that monomers of Synechocystis exhibit about 30%
less red chls as compared to trimers [38,40].
Two separate red absorption bands are found in
the 4 K absorption spectrum of the trimeric core
particles of the cyanobacterium S. elongatus (Fig. 2,
spectrum 2) with maxima at 708 nm (C708, corre-
sponding to 4^6 chlas) and 719 nm (C719, corre-
sponding to 4 chlas) [35]. The monomers show a
50% reduction of C719 [41] (not shown). In trimeric
PS I cores of the cyanobacterium Sp. platensis (Fig.
2, spectrum 4) two red bands are found peaking at
V708 nm (C708, corresponding to approx.V7 chla)
and 740 nm (C740, corresponding to V3 chla), the
latter constituting the redmost absorbing species re-
ported in any PS I complex. This very red shifted
form is absent in monomeric complexes [42],
although 1^3 C719 chls seem to be present [38]
Fig. 2. 6 K absorption spectra of various cyanobacterial PS I
cores and the di¡erent plant PS I complexes.
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(Fig. 2, spectrum 3). Careful comparison of the Spi-
rulina monomeric and trimeric PS I spectra in Fig. 2
suggests that the increase of the C740 band is accom-
panied by the disappearance of an absorption band
which peaks above 712 nm, suggesting that the C719
pool present in monomers may be further red shifted
to 740 nm upon trimerization. Thus, all these PS I
core particles share the presence of a C708 pool,
while additional red forms are variable, both in
amount and in spectral properties.
The presence of the low energy chls has a strong
e¡ect on the (steady-state) emission properties of the
PS I core complexes. In Synechocystis core com-
plexes, containing only 3^5 C708 red chlorophylls,
the room temperature £uorescence emission spec-
trum exhibits a peak around 685^690 nm (F685)
with a broad shoulder due to red chls at V710 nm
[30]. In contrast, in Synechococcus and Spirulina,
which contain more and longer wavelength absorb-
ing red chls, the room temperature emission peaks
above 700 nm, with F685 only appearing as a
shoulder [43,44].
At low temperatures the emission from the red
pigments fully dominates all £uorescence spectra,
which peak at V720 nm in Synechocystis (F720)
and V730 nm in Synechococcus (F730) (trimers).
In trimers of Spirulina at low temperatures one emis-
sion band is always present, peaking at V730 nm
(F730). A second emission band, with a maximum
at V760 nm (F760), may or may not be observed,
depending on the oxidation state of P700: if P700 is
preoxidized (using ferricyanide) F760 is absent,
whereas it is present if the primary electron donor
is reduced. The relatively strong spectral overlap of
the F760 £uorescence with the absorption spectrum
of P700 is thought to be the cause of this remark-
able quenching of F760 emission [45]. Monomeric PS
I cores of Spirulina, which do not exhibit the extreme
C740 long wavelength chls, only show F730 £uores-
cence.
At room temperature the quantum yield of £uo-
rescence of all PS I core particles is low [25], and the
quantum yield of charge separation is more than
95%. A decrease of the temperature, however, in-
duces a dramatic increase of the £uorescence quan-
tum yield of these PS I particles [33,41,46], since a
large fraction of excitations is trapped at the low
energy chls at low temperatures. This is elegantly
demonstrated in a long wavelength £uorescence ex-
citation spectrum measured for PS I of Synechococ-
cus at low temperature (Fig. 3). Excitation of the
bulk antenna yields about 50% of the £uorescence
as compared to direct excitation of the red chls, in-
dicating that only about half of the excitations in this
species are quenched in the RC without passing
through the red chls. We note the clear ‘dips’ in
the excitation spectrum at 686 and 698 nm, which
in our view correspond to RC absorption bands of
the primary electron acceptor A0 and P700, which,
upon excitation, have a very low probability of trans-
ferring energy to the emitting red chls.
3.1.2. Red chls in plant PS I complexes
In plants, the PS I complex PS I-200 can be sep-
arated into the PS I core and the peripheral light
harvesting complex LHCI [11]. Each of these constit-
Table 1
6 K and room temperature low energy chla absorption and emission
Species Pool No. 1 Pool No. 2
absorption
(nm)
emission
(nm)
Number of chls/100 absorption
(nm)
emission
(nm)
Number of chls/100
6 K RT 6 K RT 6 K RT 6 K RT
Synechocystis monomers 708 703 720 712 V3 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
Synechocystis trimers 708 702 720 711 V5 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
Synechococcus trimers 708 702 707 V5 719 708 730 723 V4
Spirulina monomers 708 702a 712 5^7a 719 708a 730 721 V3a
Spirulina trimers 708 703 714 V7 740 715 760 730 V3
Maize PS I core 705 720 3 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
Maize LHCI 693 702 5 711 730 5
aThese values represent another stoichiometry of red chls than estimated from the 6 K absorption spectrum.
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uents contains a speci¢c set of long wavelength chls.
The PS I core of maize (Fig. 2, spectrum 5) mostly
resembles the core of Synechocystis : at 4 K it exhib-
its one absorption band of red chls peaking around
705 nm (C705, V3 chla) (B. Gobets and J.A. Ihalai-
nen, unpublished data) and has a low temperature
emission maximum around V720 nm (C720) [11].
LHCI (Fig. 2, spectrum 6) appears as a mixture of
the LHCI-730 dimer and homo/heterodimers of
Lhca2 and Lhca3 (see above). Recent experimental
results indicate that a red chl pool with an absorp-
tion maximum at 711 nm is responsible for the low
temperature emission of LHCI-730 [12]. Further-
more, recent £uorescence excitation and emission ex-
periments on a mixture of Lhca1^4 have revealed
another, new, low temperature emission band at
702 nm, corresponding to a pool of (relatively) red
chls absorbing around 693 nm. These new spectral
features may be the ¢ngerprint of another dimer in
LHCI [12]. Room temperature time resolved £uores-
cence measurements on the same preparation also
indicate the presence of (at least) two spectroscopi-
cally di¡erent dimers in LHCI [47].
In PS I-200 the spectroscopic characteristics of the
plant PS I core and LHCI are combined, resulting in
a broad, featureless band of red chl absorption (Fig.
2, spectrum 7). At low temperatures the £uorescence
of PS I-200 is dominated by emission from LHCI-
730, resulting in the emission maximum at 730^735
nm that is characteristic of plant PS I [10].
3.2. The nature of the long wavelength chls
Energy selective £uorescence emission experiments
at low temperature (6 K) have been performed to
determine the homogeneous and inhomogeneous
line widths of the bands of red chl, and to obtain
their homogeneous line shape [33,35,48]. In all cases
it was found that the Stokes’ shift of the red chls is
remarkably large. To illustrate this, in Fig. 4, energy
selective emission spectra are presented for mono-
meric PS I cores of Synechocystis, which contain 3^
4 C708 chls. The spectra are plotted on an energy
scale, and are shifted relative to the wavelength of
excitation, which is marked by a sharp scattering
peak. For increasingly red shifted excitation wave-
lengths, the emission band converges to the homoge-
neous line shape, which exhibits a broad phonon
wing. This phonon wing shows a maximum at 150
cm31, corresponding to a Stokes’ shift of about 300
cm31 (15 nm). Superimposed on the smooth phonon
wing, a distinct progression can be discerned, at 25
cm31 intervals. Both the large Stokes’ shift and this
progression are unique for the red pigments in PS I
and are not observed in other chla containing photo-
synthetic systems, such as LHCII, cytychrome b6f
and the PS II RC [49^51].
Preliminary modelling of the emission spectra in
Fig. 3. 6 K £uorescence excitation spectrum of trimeric PS I
core complexes of S. elongatus, detected above 780 nm (dotted),
the 1-T spectrum (solid) and their ratio (dashed). The indicated
‘dips’ in our view represent the RC chls P700 and A0.
Fig. 4. 6 K energy selective emission spectra of monomeric PS
I core complexes of Synechocystis PCC 6803 for increasingly
red shifted excitation wavelengths. The spectra were shifted
such that the scatter of the excitation light coincides with zero.
The arrows at 25 cm31 intervals indicate the phonon progres-
sion (see text).
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Fig. 4 indicates that the Huang Rhys factor S for the
phonons equals 3 or even more [48]. In a recent hole
burning study by Ra«tsep et al. [40] on Synechocystis
PS I this S-value was estimated to be 2. This should
be compared to for instance LHCII for which an S-
value of 0.6 was found [49]. The most straightfor-
ward interpretation of this remarkable di¡erence is
that the emitting species in Synechocystis is not a
monomeric chla, but for example (a) strongly
coupled chla dimer(s) or maybe even a larger aggre-
gate of chla [33]. For PS I complexes from Synecho-
coccus and Spirulina, which exhibit even more red
shifted chl pools, we ¢nd that these S-values are
even larger and consequently we propose that also
in these systems the red chls correspond to dimers or
larger aggregates of chla, in view of the further red
shift and the larger number of chls involved in these
red bands.
3.3. The function of the long wavelength chls
The function of the red chl species is still a topic of
much debate. Intuitively it would appear that the
e¡ect of their presence would be a decrease in the
overall e⁄ciency of energy transfer to the reaction
centre by forming local traps for excitations. Some
authors have suggested, however, that in a non-equi-
librium situation they may help increasing the e⁄-
ciency of the system by concentrating excitations
close to P700 [52^54,23,43]. Others argue that the
red chls may have a role in photoprotection [52,37].
The above mentioned quenching of excitations lo-
cated on the redmost pools of chls by P700
[45,37] could provide a pathway to prevent the for-
mation of chl triplet states, which can lead to the
formation of harmful singlet oxygen, under strong
illumination conditions.
Another function of the low energy chls that has
been proposed could simply be the increase of the
cross-section for absorption of red light by the PS I
antenna [55,56]. In a recent publication Rivadossi et
al. investigated the importance of the long wave-
length chls of PS I in photosynthetic light harvesting
by leaves. It was demonstrated that although the PS
I red forms account for only a few percent of the
total light absorption in a normal ‘daylight’ environ-
ment, in a di¡erent ‘shadelight’ environment, de-
pleted in V680 nm light, the long wavelength pig-
ments may be responsible for up to 40% of total
photon capture [57].
Alternatively, the red chls may simply be a conse-
quence of the relatively dense packing of chls in the
PS I core antenna: the chlorophyll concentration in
the PS I core is signi¢cantly larger than in other
photosynthetic antenna complexes. If chl is dissolved
in an organic solvent at such a high concentration,
such a solution exhibits some extraordinary proper-
ties: the £uorescence quantum yield decreases dra-
matically, whereas the absorption spectrum remains
unchanged compared to lower concentrations [58].
This is thought to be the result of extensive energy
transfer in the concentrated chl solution followed by
quenching due to for instance a few unfavourably
organized (sandwiched) chla dimers. Such sites are
apparently not present in PS I, since they would
dramatically decrease the e⁄ciency of the system.
As a side e¡ect the constraint of avoiding sand-
wiched pairs could result in the occurrence of some
excitonically coupled head-to-tail dimers or larger
head-to-tail aggregates with a strongly red shifted
absorption maximum. A striking example of a sys-
tem in which dense head-to-tail packing of pigments
results in strong excitonic coupling are chlorosomes,
the antenna complexes of green sulphur bacteria,
which contain several thousands of Bchlc molecules.
These antennae have a maximal absorption at 740
nm whereas monomeric Bchlc has an absorption
maximum at 660 nm. In addition it was shown that
the e¡ective oscillator strength of Bchlc in chloro-
somes was 7^8 times that of monomeric chls [59].
4. Dynamic experiments
4.1. Experimental considerations
The core antenna of PS I is intimately bound to
the PS I reaction centre and unlike in antenna^RC
complexes of photosystem II and bacterial photosys-
tems it is not possible to biochemically separate the
core antenna from the reaction centre. Therefore
time resolved experiments on native PS I have to
be performed on systems with a large number
(V100) of chla molecules which are all connected
by energy transfer. Time resolved spectroscopic ex-
periments on such large antenna^RC complexes re-
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quire the use of very low energy excitation pulses, to
avoid the process of singlet^singlet annihilation (see
for a review [60,61]). This process can occur in com-
plexes in which simultaneously two or more excita-
tions are present: due to e⁄cient energy transfer two
excitations may collide at one single chl, which will
then be raised to its second singlet excited state (S2),
from which rapid (6 100 fs) internal conversion to
the ¢rst singlet excited state (S1) occurs. Singlet^sin-
glet annihilation thus e¡ectively removes excitations
from the system resulting in additional non-physio-
logical decay components. It must be stressed that in
order to prevent singlet^singlet annihilation from oc-
curring it is by far not su⁄cient to match the number
of absorbed photons to the number of complexes in
the sample volume. Since the distribution of ab-
sorbed photons is governed by Poisson statistics it
can easily be shown that the fraction of excited com-
plexes with more than one excitation is given by
P(s 1)/P(s 0) = (eW313W)/(eW31) in which W is the
average number of excitations per complex. For W= 1
this yields 41% multiple excitations. In order to get
this fraction below 10% each laser shot should excite
less than one out of every four complexes, or to put
it di¡erently: only one out of 400 chls should be
excited by each pulse. In practice this implies that
pulse energies of a nJ or less have to be used. With
such low energies a high repetition rate laser is re-
quired to limit the data acquisition time. Yet the
repetition rate in its turn is limited by the require-
ment that before each new laser pulse the sample has
to be either completely recovered from the previous
excitation event, or has to be replaced by ‘fresh’
sample. Reduction of P700 in the presence of so-
dium ascorbate and PMS takes about 2 ms [46], thus
limiting the repetition rate to V500 Hz in case no
sample refreshment is performed. This is almost al-
ways the case in low temperature experiments, since
(rapid) sample refreshment in a cryostat is practically
impossible. On the other hand, at room temperature
the sample can be refreshed using a spinning cell or a
£ow cell with a (peristaltic) pump. With the former a
repetition rate of about 100 kHz can be used safely,
for a £ow cell the repetition rate can generally not
exceed 10 kHz, if total sample refreshment is re-
quired.
Even if experiments are performed very carefully,
the detail of the processes that can be distinguished is
limited. In an antenna^RC complex containing 100
chl molecules, in principle 100 separate lifetimes are
present in the excitation decay process. One can at
best resolve a fraction of those lifetimes, but only if
relatively selective excitation and detection is possi-
ble. Since the individual absorption and emission
spectra of the 100 chls in PS I cores are strongly
overlapping, this condition of selectivity can only
be met to a very limited extent, and consequently
only a small number of (average) kinetic processes
can be discerned.
4.2. Spectral-temporal processes in PS I
During the past decade, PS I complexes of a wide
variety of species have been studied by several
groups using (sub)picosecond time resolved
spectroscopic techniques including pump probe
[62,43,34,63^68], single photon counting (SPC)
[43,32,4,69,46], £uorescence upconversion [70,71]
and the use of a synchroscan streak camera
[48,72,38]. The values of the time constants which
have been found for aselective or bulk excitation at
room temperature and which have been ascribed to
various steps in the energy transfer and trapping pro-
cesses in PS I are summarized in Table 2. We will
illustrate the di¡erent processes that occur using Fig.
5, in which streak camera £uorescence emission data
are shown for Spirulina trimeric PS I, along with the
results of a global analysis ¢tting procedure [38]. In
Fig. 5A,B, traces are shown for bulk (684 nm) and
red chl (745 nm) emission, and the di¡erent lifetime
components that contribute to the emission. Fig. 5C
displays the decay associated spectra that resulted
from a global analysis of these data.
The individual energy transfer steps between two
chls are the fastest energy transfer events that occur
in PS I. Since the excited state energy levels of these
two chls are not necessarily di¡erent, it may not be
possible to resolve these steps in isotropic measure-
ments. Anisotropic pump probe or £uorescence up-
conversion techniques can reveal energy transfer be-
tween such isoenergetic pigments, provided that the
absorption and emission dipole moments of donor
and acceptor are not parallel. The lifetimes of these
single step transfer processes in the PS I core antenna
range between 100 and 200 fs [70,71]. The streak
camera measurements displayed in Fig. 5 do not re-
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veal these ultrafast processes. The fastest process re-
corded in these measurements (circles), which is ¢tted
with a 0.4 ps time constant, does not re£ect energy
transfer, but represents the ingrowth of Qy £uores-
cence upon relaxation from the initially excited Soret
band [38]. (We note that the instrument response of
3 ps limited the accuracy with which this lifetime
could be determined.)
Energy redistribution processes, during which the
initial distribution of excited antenna molecules
transforms into a thermally more equilibrated distri-
bution, take place on a (somewhat) slower timescale.
Since such equilibration processes involve energy
transfer between chls absorbing at di¡erent energies,
they appear as a decrease of £uorescence or bleach-
ing in one part of the spectrum, and an increase of
£uorescence or bleaching in another. In Fig. 5A^C
the 3.9 ps (squares) and 15.0 ps (diamonds) compo-
nents represent such spectral equilibration compo-
nents. It must be stressed that equilibration lifetimes
generally do not correspond to single step energy
transfer processes, but re£ect the overall result of a
(large) number of those steps. Often equilibration
components are not ‘pure’ in the sense that they
also account for some non-equilibrium trapping, re-
sulting in non-conservative energy transfer spectra,
since the total decay exceeds the ingrowth. The
15.0 ps equilibration spectrum in Fig. 5C, which is
only slightly negative above 740 nm, represents a
clear example of such a non-conservative spectrum.
In order to accurately record the equilibration pro-
cesses in PS I, high time resolution spectrally re-
solved techniques are required such as multicolour
pump probe, £uorescence upconversion or the use
of a synchroscan streak camera.
Spectral equilibration between the bulk chls, ab-
sorbing between 660 nm and 690 nm, occurs in about
500 fs [65,64,71] which, in view of the time constant
for a single hop (100^200 fs), implies that only a few
(6 5) hops are required to complete spectral equili-
bration among bulk chlas in PS I. The lifetimes of
the equilibration components between the bulk an-
tenna and the various pools of red chls are species
dependent and vary between 2 and 15 ps. For Syn-
echocystis PS I, which we propose to exhibit only one
single pool of red chls, usually only one single bulk
Table 2
Observed rate constants for di¡erent PS I complexes after aselective excitation at physiological temperature
Species Single step
transfer (fs)
Equilibration
in bulk
Equilibration
with red (ps)
Trapping
(ps)
Ref. Techniquea
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii
PS I core
180 5.4 ps [70] UPC
Synechocystis monomeric
and trimeric PS I core
4.4^4.7 23^24 [38] SSC
500 fs 2.3 25 [65] PP
400 fs 4.8 or 2 and 6.5 22^24 [64] PP
3.7 24 [34] PP
5 24^25 [4] SPC
Synechococcus trimeric
core
130 360 fs 3.6 and 9.6 38 [71] UPC/SSC
3.8 and 9.6 36 [38] SSC
7^12 30^35 [43] SPC/PP
14 38 [46] SPC
Spirulina monomeric core 3.7 and 12.9 38 [38] SSC
9 28, 69 [69] SPC
Spirulina trimeric core 4.3 and 15.1 51 [38] SSC
9 31 and 65 [69] SPC
Plant core 8.0 22 B. Gobets, J.A. Ihalainen,
unpublished data
SSC
PS I-200 5.4 and 15 67 B. Gobets, J.A. Ihalainen,
unpublished data
SSC
11 57 and 130 [97] SPC
aUPC, £uorescence upconversion; SSC, synchroscan streak camera; PP, pump probe; SPC, single photon counting.
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to red equilibration component is reported, with a
lifetime of 4^5 ps [4,34,38,48,64,66]. However, re-
cently equilibration lifetimes of about 2 ps were re-
ported [64,65]. Savikhin et al. even report a second
equilibration component with a lifetime of 6.5 ps.
Such biexponential equilibration between bulk and
red chls seems to be consistent with the two distinct
red pools that have been proposed by Hayes et al.
[39] (see above), but contradicts with other time re-
solved spectroscopy results. This apparent discrep-
ancy so far remains unsolved.
In Synechococcus PS I cores, which exhibit two
distinct pools of red chls, clearly two distinctly di¡er-
ent equilibration components are observed, with life-
times of 3.8 and 9.6 ps [38]. These two separate life-
times could not be resolved in earlier SPC
experiments, which have yielded only a single lifetime
of 12^14 ps [43,46]. We note that this single lifetime
and its associated spectrum have been the inspiration
for a series of serious modelling attempts
[24,43,46,73].
Like Synechococcus PS I, both Spirulina mono-
meric and trimeric PS I particles also exhibit two
distinct bands of red chls, and consequently also in
these systems equilibration with the red chls is biex-
ponential [38]. In Spirulina monomeric PS I, fast
equilibration between the bulk and the red chls oc-
curs in 3.4 ps, and slower equilibration, including a
considerable amount of non-equilibrium trapping,
occurs in 11.6 ps. In the trimeric PS I particles
from Spirulina, the lifetimes of both equilibration
components are somewhat slower, 3.9 ps and 15 ps
respectively (Fig. 5). Also for these complexes the
SPC technique has failed to accurately disentangle
these two equilibration processes.
The excitation dynamics in the PS I core of plants
seems to be quite similar to that of Synechocystis :
since it contains only one pool of red chls, it exhibits
only one single equilibration component with these
red chls, with a lifetime of 8 ps, which is somewhat
slower than observed in Synechocystis PS I (B. Go-
bets and J.A. Ihalainen, unpublished data). In PS I-
200 a 5.4 ps equilibration lifetime is observed, which
we assign to equilibration processes taking place
both in the core and in LHCI. A second, 15 ps com-
ponent probably represents a mixture of equilibra-
tion between the core and LHCI, equilibration with-
in LHCI, and trapping from the core (B. Gobets and
J.A. Ihalainen, unpublished data).
The general trend in all these complexes is that the
rate of equilibration between the bulk chls and a
pool of red chls increases with the size of the red
pool, and the excited state energy of the chls con-
Fig. 5. Room temperature time resolved emission of trimeric PS
I particles of Sp. platensis for excitation at 400 nm. (A) Bulk
emission trace taken at 684 nm (noisy solid), the global analysis
¢t (solid) and the various lifetime contributions (dashed with
markers). Notice the trace is plotted on a linear-logarithmic
scale. (B) As A, but for detection of red chl emission at 745
nm. (C) Decay associated spectra resulting from the global
analysis ¢t. The ¢tted lifetimes were: 0.4 ps (a), 3.9 ps (E),
15.0 ps (7), 50.1 ps (O) and 4.9 ns (U).
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tained in it, which is qualitatively consistent with the
concept that these times re£ect on one hand the
search time in the PS I antenna and on the other
hand the spectral overlap factor between the bulk
and red chls.
The slowest process observed in all PS I cores is
the trapping kinetics, representing the overall rate at
which excitations disappear from the system by
charge separation in the RC, after all spectral evolu-
tion processes have been completed. In time resolved
£uorescence spectroscopy experiments, trapping ap-
pears as the slowest component of the system, show-
ing a £uorescence decay at all wavelengths of detec-
tion. In pump probe experiments trapping is
observed as the rate at which the spectrum of
P700 is formed (which generally lives in¢nitely on
the timescale of these experiments). Since the trap-
ping component typically has a lifetime of (several)
tens of ps, it can be recorded quite accurately even
with relatively low time resolution techniques such as
SPC. In Fig. 5 trapping is re£ected by the 50.1 ps
process (triangles), which exhibits an all positive
spectrum (Fig. 5C). The relative ease of recording
the trapping kinetics is re£ected by the consistency
of the values, both for the trapping times in PS I
cores from Synechocystis (22^25 ps) and Synechococ-
cus (30^38 ps) using a variety of techniques. In Spi-
rulina PS I core monomers, which has a red chl
composition quite similar to that of Synechococcus
trimeric PS I cores, trapping occurs in 38 ps, while
in the trimeric PS I cores from Spirulina, which ex-
hibit the extreme C740 red chls, the observed trap-
ping time is 50 ps (Fig. 5) [38]. Trapping in the plant
core is similar to that of Synechocystis, and occurs in
22 ps, in agreement with the similar spectral proper-
ties of both cores.
These results clearly demonstrate the trend that a
larger number and lower energies of red chls result in
a slower trapping component. Whereas red chl con-
tents and spectral properties constitute the key di¡er-
ence between the various core complexes, PS I-200 is
a structurally di¡erent system due to the presence of
the peripheral LHCI complexes. Therefore the ob-
served relatively slow 67^130 ps trapping time is
not only the result of the large number of red chls,
but also re£ects the much larger average distance
between the antenna chls in LHCI and the RC.
The very slow 4.9 ns process (crosses) in the ¢t
displayed in Fig. 5 represents a contribution by
some free chls in the preparation and therefore
does not re£ect a process in the PS I core.
5. Quantitative (target) analysis
So far we have made some qualitative remarks
about the relation between the observed lifetimes in
the various PS I core complexes and the amounts
and energies of the red chls present. Also the energies
of the red pools, and their respective emission spec-
tra, have only been characterized at non-physiologi-
cal, low temperatures. In order to make more quan-
titative statements about the e¡ects of the red chls
upon the energy transfer and trapping in PS I cores,
and their absorption and emission properties under
physiological conditions, we have recorded the £uo-
rescence dynamics and spectral evolution of both
monomeric and trimeric PS I core complexes from
Synechocystis and Spirulina, and trimeric PS I core
complexes of Synechococcus under identical experi-
mental conditions at room temperature, and per-
formed a target analysis of these data [38].
5.1. Model
We used the target analysis to test the hypothesis
that the observed large kinetic di¡erences between
the di¡erent cyanobacterial core complexes can all
be explained entirely in terms of the di¡erences in
the content and spectral properties of the red chls,
implying that the properties of the bulk chl antenna
do not di¡er signi¢cantly between these core com-
plexes.
The time resolved £uorescence experiments were
performed with a synchroscan streak camera with a
spectrograph which has an instrumental response of
V3 ps, allowing us to resolve kinetics occurring sig-
ni¢cantly faster than 1 ps [38]. Using other tech-
niques, either time traces are measured sequential
for di¡erent detection wavelengths, or spectra are
measured sequential for di¡erent delay times. In con-
trast, the streak camera setup records spectral and
temporal data simultaneously, resulting in time re-
solved £uorescence spectra of unprecedented quality
allowing for a quantitative target analysis.
Here we will summarize the procedure and results
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presented in [38]. The compartmental model used to
analyse the time resolved £uorescence data is pre-
sented in Fig. 6 and consists of ¢ve compartments,
representing the Soret state (S) of all spectral forms,
and the Qy states of the bulk chl pool (B), two red
shifted chl pools (1 and 2) and a pool representing
free chls which are not connected to the PS I core
(F), but which have to be accounted for. The RC
chls were not included in a separate compartment,
since we aim to describe the energy transfer in the
antenna rather than the intricate details of charge
separation in the RC. Moreover, the number of
RC pigments is small, and their spectral properties
di¡er relatively little from those of the bulk chls.
Therefore the (fast) kinetics of charge separation
are not revealed directly by our data. For the mod-
elling of Synechocystis PS I, one of the pools of red
shifted chls was omitted from the scheme.
The following rate constants were included in the
model. (1) From the Soret compartment irreversible
energy transfer occurs to the three or four Qy com-
partments with the rate constants kSB, kS1, kS2 and
kSF. The sum of these rate constants, which repre-
sents the observed Soret^Qy relaxation rate, mea-
sured 1.2^2.5 ps31. The four individual rates do
not have an actual physical meaning, they merely
account for the initial distribution of the excitations
over the di¡erent compartments, and were adjusted
such that all chls had an equal probability to be
excited (aselective excitation). (2) Uphill and down-
hill energy transfer occurs between the red chl com-
partments and the bulk chl compartment with rate
constants kB1, kB2, k1B and k2B.
We have not included direct energy transfer be-
tween di¡erent pools of red chls since low temper-
ature £uorescence emission spectra of Spirulina tri-
meric PS I indicate that energy transfer between
di¡erent pools of red chls is not very e⁄cient [42],
although energy transfer may occur between the two
red pools in Synechococcus trimeric PS I [35]. At this
point we discard it as a secondary e¡ect. (3) Trap-
ping occurs from the bulk chls and the red chl com-
partments with rate constants kTB, kT1 and kT2. It
was found that all data sets could be described well
using a ¢xed value of kTB of (18 ps)31, in accordance
with our hypothesis that the properties of the bulk
antenna are very similar for all PS I core complexes.
(4) Free chl emission decays with a rate constant kF,
which measured about 0.2 ns31. Since discrete spec-
tral pools are used, inhomogeneous broadening,
although known to be large for the long wavelength
chls [33,35], is not explicitly included in our model.
The model described above was used to analyse our
data, and we will discuss some speci¢c results. More
details of this analysis are reported in [38].
Various kinetic models have been proposed
[32,43,64,74^76] to model time resolved £uorescence
or transient absorption measurements of PS I. In
most of these models a ‘funnel’-like con¢guration
of the various spectral types was proposed
[32,43,64,75,76], in which the bulk antenna chls
transfer energy to the red chls, which subsequently
transfer energy to P700. Holzwarth et al. [43] and
Savikhin et al. [64] also proposed a model in which
trapping occurred exclusively from the bulk chls.
All these models explicitly assume the red chl
forms to be located either very close to, or very dis-
tant from P700. Only Searle et al. [74] proposed a
Fig. 6. Compartmental model describing the kinetics of di¡erent cyanobacterial PS I core particles upon excitation at 400 nm.
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model, similar to our model presented in Fig. 6,
which allowed for trapping both from the bulk chls
and the red chls. We note, however, that only Tur-
coni et al. [32] and Holzwarth et al. [43] actually used
their models to perform a target analysis of their
data.
5.2. Species associated emission spectra
The species associated emission spectra (SAES) of
the di¡erent pools of chls, resulting from the target
analysis of the ¢ve di¡erent PS I preparations, are
presented in Fig. 7. All spectra are simply plotted
together to demonstrate the striking similarities be-
tween the results obtained for di¡erent PS I particles.
In all species the emission from the bulk compart-
ment is represented by a spectrum (solid), which ex-
hibits a maximum around 688 nm and which shows a
distinct long red tail, extending beyond the window
of observation. Except for a 12 nm red shift, the
spectra are nearly indistinguishable from the emis-
sion spectrum corresponding to the free chl compart-
ment (not shown), which in its turn is very character-
istic for the emission of monomeric chla in solution
[28]. The fact that the bulk spectra are indistinguish-
able between the di¡erent PS I species underlines the
absence of clear di¡erences in the dominating band
of the absorption spectra between di¡erent PS I core
particles.
Also the spectra corresponding to the ¢rst (C708)
pool of red chls (dotted), present in all studied cya-
nobacterial PS I core complexes, appear quite similar
for all studied species, underpinning the strong sim-
ilarity between C708 chls contained in the PS I cores
of the di¡erent species. The C708 spectra are consid-
erably broader than those of the bulk chls, re£ecting
the strong homogeneous and inhomogeneous broad-
ening in this red chl pool [33,35,40]. Note that the
maxima of these spectra all appear around 712 nm,
at signi¢cantly higher energy as compared to the low
temperature emission.
Probably even more remarkable are the emission
spectra corresponding to the C719 pool (dashed),
which represents the second pool of red chls occur-
ring in Synechococcus PS I trimers and Spirulina PS I
monomers, and which are practically identical. The
maxima of these spectra occur at about 722 nm, and
their width is somewhat larger than for the ¢rst
(C708) pool of red chls, re£ecting the even larger
(in)homogeneous broadening of these pools [35].
The emission spectrum of the C740 pool (dot-
dashed), which is the second pool of red chls in Spi-
rulina trimers, reaches a maximum at 733 nm, and
the spectrum is again broader than that for the C719
pool, re£ecting an even larger (in)homogeneous
broadening of this pool.
The maxima of all the room temperature emission
spectra of the di¡erent pools of red chls occur at
wavelengths that are considerably blue shifted with
respect to their low temperature emission spectra.
Part of this may be due to emission from higher
energy red chls within the inhomogeneous distribu-
tion, which are not populated at low temperatures.
Another part may be explained by a signi¢cant blue
shift of the absorption maxima of these red pools at
room temperature [40] (see also below).
5.3. Energies of red chls at room temperature
The forward and backward energy transfer rates
[38] between the red and the bulk chls pools resulting
from the target analysis, together with the stoichio-
metric estimates listed in Table 1, were used to cal-
culate the energy di¡erence between the red chl pools
and the bulk chls. To do so we applied the concept
of detailed balance, stating that the energy di¡erence
between two di¡erent pools of chls, A and B, can be
Fig. 7. Species associated emission spectra of target analysis of
£uorescence decay of di¡erent cyanobacterial PS I core particles
upon excitation at 400 nm. Arrows indicate the approximate
maximum of the bulk spectra (black), C708 spectra (dotted),
C719 spectra (dashed) and C740 spectrum (dot-dashed).
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expressed as vE = kbT ln(NAkAB/NBkBA), in which kb
represents Boltzmann’s constant (0.695 cm31 K31), T
the absolute temperature, Nx the number of chls in
pool x, and kxy the transfer rate from pool x to pool
y. Doing so, we ¢nd for the C708 pool in all studied
PS I particles a value of vE which varies between 350
and 515 cm31, corresponding to a room temperature
absorption maximum of this pool at around 702 nm,
which is consistent with the 702^704 nm value re-
ported by Ra«tsep et al. [40], and also seems reason-
able in view of the V712 nm emission maximum of
this pool (see above), and the 10 nm Stokes’ shift we
reported previously [33].
Applying the stoichiometry listed in Table 1, the
energy di¡erence of the second (C719) pool of red
chls in Synechococcus trimeric and Spirulina mono-
meric PS I is found to be approx. 570 cm31, corre-
sponding to an absorption maximum of V708 nm.
This value seems to be realistic in view of the emis-
sion maximum of this pool which appears around
722 nm. The 11 nm blue shift of the absorption max-
imum of the C719 pool from 719 nm to 708 nm upon
increasing the temperature from 6 K to room tem-
perature is considerably larger than the 4^6 nm shift
found for the C708 pool ([40]; see above), which
indicates that the chls in the C719 pool are more
strongly coupled to their environment than those in
the C708 pool.
The energy di¡erence between the second red pool
in Spirulina trimeric PS I (C740) and the bulk is
about 725 cm31, which corresponds to an absorption
maximum at 715 nm. Also this value we consider
realistic in view of the emission maximum at 733
nm. The apparent Stokes’ shift of 18 nm is compa-
rable to the 20 nm Stokes’ shift found at 6 K. The
blue shift of 25 nm upon a rise of the temperature
from 6 K to room temperature is about 5 times more
than found for the C708 chls ([40]; see above) and
about 2 times more than found for the C719 chls (see
above), indicating an even stronger coupling of the
chls in this extremely red shifted pool to their local
environment.
In all cases we observe that the energy of the red
chls is considerably higher at room temperature as
compared to low temperatures. This could be caused
by the breakdown of the coherence length in the chl
aggregates responsible for the red chl forms, due to
dynamic disorder at higher temperatures. A second
mechanism responsible for the temperature depen-
dence of the red shift could be a (local) contraction
of the protein at low temperatures, causing a change
of the distances between the chls. A similar mech-
anism was proposed to account for the temperature
dependent shift of the energy of the special pair
in the bacterial photosynthetic reaction centre
[77].
5.4. Trapping
If the bulk trapping rate, kTB, is regarded as a free
parameter of the ¢t, its value varies between (17
ps)31 and (29 ps)31 in the di¡erent PS I cores. De-
spite this spread of values, it turns out that the qual-
ity of the ¢t decreases only slightly by ¢xing this
value to (18 ps)31. Earlier modelling of the dynamics
in Synechocystis and Synechococcus PS I, based on
the chl coordinates from the structure of Synechococ-
cus PS I [72], also resulted in an 18 ps trapping time
upon removal of two putative red chls, which
strongly suggests that this is indeed the trapping
time in a bulk PS I without red chls.
The trapping rates from any pool of antenna chls
depend in ¢rst order on the weighed (average) dis-
tance of these chls to P700, their relative orientation
to P700, and the overlap integral of their emission
spectrum with the absorption of P700. If the average
location and orientation of the chls in a red pool are
not very di¡erent from the bulk chls, the relative
trapping rate from that pool as compared to the
bulk chls only depends upon the relative spectral
overlap between the emission of these red chls with
the absorption of P700 as compared to the bulk chls.
At low temperatures this overlap is very small, result-
ing in slow trapping from the red chls, and a low
quantum e⁄ciency of charge separation. Upon an
increase of temperature the overlap increases due to
a number of causes. First of all the emission (and
absorption) of the strongly coupled red chls blue
shifts quite signi¢cantly, towards the absorption of
P700 [40] (see also above). Secondly, in the pools of
red chls, which are signi¢cantly inhomogeneously
broadened, at low temperatures excitations mainly
reside on the lower energy chls in the distribution,
whereas at higher temperatures, also the higher en-
ergy chls in the distribution can be excited, which
results in a further blue shift of the (average) emis-
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sion of the red chls. Finally, the absorption band of
P700 and the intrinsic emission of the individual red
chls broaden with increasing temperature.
The relative overlap integrals of the various chl
pools with P700 may be estimated from the emission
spectra resulting from the target analyses, and a P700
absorption spectrum, which we approximate by a
Gaussian with a full width at half of the maximum
of 20 nm, peaking at 698 nm [41]. The overlap inte-
grals of the pools of red chls with P700 that are
calculated this way, turn out to be quite signi¢cant:
overlap integrals of the C708, C719 and C740 pools
with the P700 absorption spectrum are estimated to
be about 80%, 30% and 15% of the overlap of the
bulk emission with the P700 absorption spectrum,
respectively. The accuracy of the smaller numbers
is limited, since they depend strongly upon the exact
properties of the extreme blue edge of the emission
spectra obtained from the target analysis.
The relative overlap integrals thus estimated may
be compared to the (relative) trapping rates which
result from the target analysis. The trapping rates
kT1 from the ¢rst pool of red chls (C708) are all of
the same order as kTB, and therefore roughly match
the 80% relative overlap integral [38]. Monomeric PS
I of Synechocystis is the only exception with a value
of kT1 which is only about 10% of kTB. Since these
monomers contain approx. 30% less C708 chls as
compared to trimeric PS I from the same species,
possibly the preparation of monomeric particles is
heterogeneous, in the sense that some particles may
contain as many red chls as the trimers.
The trapping rates kT2 from the second pools of
red chls measure only 10% of kTB or less, which is
lower than expected from the decrease in overlap
integral indicated above. It must be noted that, in
contrast to the trapping rates from the ¢rst pool of
red chls, the quality of the ¢t does not depend too
strongly upon these (slow) trapping rates, and there-
fore they merely represent an ‘order of magnitude’
estimate.
These results indicate that the C708 chls are prob-
ably located neither exceptionally close to the RC,
nor at great distance. In other words, in our view
C708 could be two dimers of chla, located some-
where in the ring of bulk chls, not necessarily in
some ‘special’ position. On the other hand, our re-
sults are still consistent with a more peripheral loca-
tion of the more red shifted pools (C719 and C740),
in accordance with biochemical data.
6. Structure based simulation
In the absence of a three-dimensional structure,
modelling was until recently essentially limited to
square or cubic lattice models (see for instance
[24,78,21]). One of the key problems in these earlier
simulations was the positioning of the trap, relative
to the surrounding antenna. Moreover, the quality of
the data at that point did not really allow for exten-
sive quantitative analysis.
Since the recent publication of a 4 Aî resolution
three-dimensional structure of trimeric PS I core par-
ticles from the cyanobacterium S. elongatus by X-ray
di¡raction on crystals [7,8], more realistic modelling
has become possible [46,48,64,72,80], although a full
calculation of energy transfer in PS I based on this
structure is still not straightforward. First of all, in-
formation about the orientation of the transition di-
pole moments of the chls is currently missing. Sec-
ondly, the positions of the di¡erent chl spectral
forms are unknown. Finally, the structure is known
only for Synechococcus PS I. In view of the spectro-
scopic di¡erences, small variations of the protein
structure and chl binding sites must be present be-
tween the di¡erent PS I species that we have inves-
tigated, although the global organization of di¡erent
PS I species is expected to be conserved to a high
degree. Even if these di⁄culties are overcome (by
obtaining a high resolution structures of the relevant
proteins), relating the structure of a photosynthetic
protein to spectroscopic data has proven to be very
di⁄cult, even for systems with a much smaller
amount of chls, such as for instance the FMO anten-
na complex [81,82] or LHCII [83].
Here we will show, however, that some general
features of the kinetics in the PS I core system can
be derived from a simulation based on the 4 Aî struc-
ture. The results of the target analysis, which were
presented above, can be used as an input for such a
simulation: overlap integrals can be estimated from
the room temperature absorption and emission prop-
erties of the di¡erent pools of (red) chls, and more-
over the target analysis has learned us that the ki-
netics of a (hypothetical) PS I core particle without
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low energy chls will exhibit a slowest decay compo-
nent (trapping time) of approx. 18 ps. Here we will
investigate the dynamics of such a PS I core particle,
which has the great advantage that it relieves us from
the problem of locating the red chls in the structure,
such as in [46,48,64,72,79,80]. The resulting values of
the ¢tting parameters can subsequently be used as a
constraint for the simulation of ‘real’ PS I core par-
ticles, which do contain red chls.
The simulations were performed basically as de-
scribed in [72]. We have assumed the Fo«rster mech-
anism to be the dominant mechanism for the energy
transfer in PS I. We calculated the 89U89 k-matrix
of Fo«rster transfer rates between each pair of chls i
and j, kij, using the expression kij = FAijrij36, in which
rij, the distance between chl i and j, was obtained
from the structure. Aij represents the overlap factor
between the absorption spectrum of acceptor chl i
and the emission spectrum of donor chl j. The over-
lap factors for downhill energy transfer were ob-
tained from the shifted absorption and emission
spectra of free chls, except for the absorption spec-
trum of P700 which was approximated by a Gaus-
sian shaped absorption band peaking at 698 nm and
a full width at half of the maximum of 19 nm. The
reverse, uphill rates were calculated using the con-
straint of detailed balance (see above). The absorp-
tion maxima of the other RC chls were primary elec-
tron acceptor (A0), 686 nm and accessory chls, 680
nm. For the antenna two spectral compositions were
investigated: an isoenergetic antenna with an absorp-
tion at 680 nm, and a heterogeneous antenna which
contained equal ratios of chls absorbing at 670, 680
and 690 nm, which were distributed randomly. The
factor F is a scaling factor, that accounts for all other
factors in the Fo«rster formula (orientations, index of
refraction) and which e¡ectively determines the aver-
age single site lifetime, dss, which is de¢ned as the
time needed for an excitation to hop away from a
chl site, averaged over all possible sites. This scaling
factor F and the intrinsic trapping time dtrap, from
the chls identi¢ed as P700, are the only two param-
eters of the simulation. The lifetimes in the system
were obtained by calculating the eigenvalues of the
k-matrix.
For both spectral compositions of the antenna, we
have looked for combinations of the average single
site lifetime dss (which is determined by F) and dtrap
that result in a slowest time constant of 18 ps in the
kinetics of the system. This results in the curves plot-
ted in Fig. 8. It immediately strikes the eye that the
relation between dss and dtrap is almost (but not per-
fectly) linear. Such a linear relationship was pre-
dicted by Pearlstein [84], Kudzmauskas et al. [85]
and den Hollander et al. [86], but we note that
such relations were derived for a regular (square)
lattice of isoenergetic chromophores, and that it is
thus not straightforward that such a linear relation
also holds for a non-regular, three-dimensional lat-
tice, such as the PS I core antenna, especially in the
case of the (slightly) heterogeneous bulk antenna.
Furthermore, the equation contains a so-called struc-
ture factor, which can be calculated for a regular
lattice (see e.g. Somsen et al. [87]), but which is un-
known for the PS I structure.
The two lines in Fig. 8 provide upper limits for
both dss and dtrap, of 200 fs and 1.2 ps, respectively.
More realistically the value of dtrap should not be less
than V350 fs, and likewise the value of dss should be
more than 50 fs. This restricts the parameters to the
values within the box drawn in Fig. 8. This limits dss
between 50 and 120 fs, which is somewhat faster than
the measured £uorescence depolarization times of
130^180 fs [70,71], but since these measurements do
not necessarily re£ect the real single step transfer
time, but are in fact expected to show a somewhat
Fig. 8. Combinations of the intrinsic trap time and single site
lifetime that result in an 18 ps observed trap time. The circles
represent the curve for a heterogeneous antenna whereas the
squares represent the homogeneous antenna (see text). The box
encloses the region of the graph which in our view represents
realistic values of the parameters.
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longer time, the agreement between the simulation
and the experiment can be considered rather good.
The box in Fig. 8 limits the intrinsic trapping time,
dtrap, between 350 and 800 fs, which is signi¢cantly
faster than the 1.4^3 ps values reported earlier
[66,67,79], but consistent with more recent reports
[48,68,73,80]. This is fast compared to for instance
the purple bacterial RC, in which charge separation
from the primary electron donor occurs in 3 ps [88],
but comparable to the 400 fs charge separation as
found by Groot et al. [89] in PS II. In PS II the
coupling of the two chlas constituting the primary
electron donor P680 is less strong as compared to
the bacterial primary electron donor, and compara-
ble to the coupling with the other RC chls. Therefore
a so-called multimer model was proposed for PS II
[90], which may also be applicable for PS I [91].
Recently it was shown that multiple pathways of
charge separation exist in the purple bacterial RC,
i.e. electron transfer cannot only take place from P*,
but also from B* [92^94]. Similar results were ob-
tained for the RC complex of green sulphur bacteria,
which resembles the RC of PS I [95,96]. Such path-
ways may prove to be a universal feature of photo-
synthetic RCs. However, whereas in purple bacteria
and green sulphur bacteria the excited state energy
levels of respectively B and chla 670 are too high to
be accessible from the antenna, all energy levels ex-
citon manifold in a multimer PS I or PS II RC are
more or less degenerate with the antenna, and there-
fore alternative pathways of electron transfer would
all sum up to one fast e¡ective rate of electron trans-
fer, even for aselective excitation of the antenna.
In Fig. 1, we have indicated some typical transfer
rates, which were derived from the simulation with a
trapping time dtrap of V500 fs. This is within the
realistic regime, and the simulations with either a
isoenergetic or a heterogeneous antenna both yield
approximately the same values. The hopping between
nearest neighbours in the antenna on the average
takes 150^200 fs, a value that agrees with those
found in £uorescence depolarization experiments
[70,71]. Tens to hundred of these elementary steps
are required to reach a speci¢c site in the antenna,
such as a cluster of red chlorophylls, which therefore
takes about 2^15 ps, dependent on the exact location
and spectral properties of such a cluster. The transfer
rate from a bulk chl to a neighbouring red chl is only
slightly lower (35^75%) as compared to the transfer
between two neighbouring bulk chls, but the back
transfer from the red chls is dramatically lower (1^
8%).
The average time needed for an excitation to hop
from a bulk chl directly to the RC amounts several
tens of ps. However, the e¡ective trapping time in a
PS I core particle, lacking red chls, is as low as 18 ps.
This implies that hopping to the RC does not occur
directly from an average bulk antenna chl, but rather
from a selection of chls that are relatively close to the
RC.
The ‘linker’ chls, two antenna chls which are lo-
cated relatively close to the RC (L1 and L2 in Fig.
1), have been proposed to play an important role in
guiding excitations from the antenna to the RC [9].
Within our model we can investigate how important
these two chls actually are for the energy transfer in
PS I. First of all we can determine which fraction of
excitations passes through the linker chls, by setting
all reverse rates from the linker chls to zero, we can
determine that the fraction of excitations which
passes at least once through each of the linker chls
is 60^70%. This seems to be a large fraction, but in
fact this number is not unlike the values found for
the other antenna chls, which is not surprising if one
realizes that in the 18 ps before trapping, about 100^
250 ‘hops’ occur.
A more easy way of determining the importance of
the linker chls is simply by leaving them out, and see
how this a¡ects the overall trapping time. Both for
an isoenergetic and heterogeneous antenna, for real-
istic values of dss and dtrap, removal of the linker chls
slows down trapping only by about 6%, and for
more extreme cases up to 16%. This of course is
negligible compared to the e¡ect that the red chls
have upon trapping, slowing it down by almost a
factor of 3 in the case of Spirulina.
7. Concluding remarks
We have shown that the dynamics of di¡erent PS I
preparations can be described by a single unifying
model, consisting of a bulk compartment of which
the properties are species independent and a number
of compartments representing the red chls, the prop-
erties of which vary between di¡erent species. Con-
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sequently the total dynamics are governed by both
system dependent and system independent parame-
ters. First of all the transfer from the bulk chls to
the RC is mainly governed by the average distance
between the antenna and the RC, since equilibration
in the bulk antenna takes place on a sub-ps time
scale. This parameter, together with the intrinsic
rate of charge separation by P700, fully determines
the dynamics of a PS I core system without red chls,
and thus represents the system independent parame-
ters contributing to the dynamics of any PS I core
particle. The (large) kinetic di¡erences between the
various PS I particles arise from di¡erences in the
red chl content. Both the number of red chls and
their excited state energies are found to be the basic
system dependent parameters that determine the dy-
namic variety between di¡erent PS I core particles.
The fast hopping time in the antenna only a¡ects
the overall dynamics in an indirect way. The fast
radial energy transfer towards the RC is not limiting
the kinetics, but the tangential energy transfer
around the ring eventually determines the fraction
of excitations that reaches the low energy chls.
The presence of the two so-called linker chls does
not have a signi¢cant e¡ect upon the overall dynam-
ics. As for the position of the low energy chls, the
C708 pool is neither positioned very close to the RC,
nor far away. The other C719 and C740 are probably
located more peripherally, possibly in the trimeriza-
tion domain.
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